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INTRODUCTION

The relevance of the research is caused by a social situation of society development, improvement of educational, social, political spheres and also new sociocultural conditions. Expansion of international relations in various spheres of the professional activity of future university graduates requires a competency-based approach to mastering Business English. This circumstance results in need for formation of the students' motivational sphere. Business English allows the graduate to start quickly performance of the professional tasks in their activity. An important part for educational process is what motives direct informative process of students to acquisition of Business English in that degree without additional efforts to start works at once. It is essential to combine motives of acquisition of business language and active interest in what is studied with pronounced informative requirement and aspiration to independent search of knowledge. In this regard with special sharpness there is a problem of formation of students' motivation to studying business English. This perspective is one of relevant in the course of formation of the identity of future expert.

In pedagogical researches, the general questions of creation of motivation to the doctrine are presented in monographs of B.S. Gershunsky (2002), B. Anderson (2006), V.A. Kozlova (2014), etc. In psychology the problem of formation of motivation of educational activity was investigated in works of Jack C. Richards (2002), E.A. Alexandrova (2000), J.C. Richards (2002), Tomashevskaia (2013) and others where the authors analyze not only the nature of actions of the personality but also such concepts as "motive", "motivation", "motivational sphere" and intrinsic characteristics of their manifestation. Such psychologists as V. Vundt, A. Maslou, H. Murray, E.V. Denisova, study the general questions of formation of students' educational motivation in the course of English language learning.

The emergence of motivation as internal need of the person to implementation of a certain activity is studied in works of E. V. Bondarevskaia (2000). In researches of V. A. Kozlova, the motive can correspond from in unusual way subject or process which are for various reasons attractive (2014). N.YU. Ozhigibesova investigates activity essence of the nature of emergence of motive as mental process which stimulates the person to statement of the purpose from within and to acceptance of appropriate means of action (2011). The analysis of various works on a problem of motivation formation of the doctrine shows that there is no consensus in researches. Some authors claim that more important means of motivation for educational activity are those stimulating factors that arise in the course of educational activity. Others show that creation of motives of the doctrine and at the same time increase in learning efficiency directly depends on ways of the organization of cognitive activity. Many authors consider that emergence of motivation of the doctrine is influenced by the contents and form of presentation of material (Arinushkin, 2004).

The problem of the formation of motivation for foreign language learning was studied in works of T.V. Lazarev, R.A. Dukin, D.V. Konova (Lazarev, 2012), R.A. Gotlib, E.V. Nanavyan, etc (Gotlib, 2009). However, all researches connected with higher education aren't focused on non-language higher education institutions. The dissertation of N.N. Kasatkina (2003) is closest to the subject of our research (Ozhigibesova, 2011). The author, especially investigating process of students' training of non-language higher education institutions, doesn't analyze formation of the motivation stimulating acquisition of Business foreign language in the conditions of the present stage of development of higher education.
The problem of our research consists of development, realization and the analysis of the formation model of students' motivation to study Business English. The purpose of the research is to give theoretical justification, to develop and approve model of formation of students' motivation to study Business English (Murzinova, et al., 2018; Jaramillo, 2018).

The research solves the following problems/tasks:

To define specific features of the concept “students’ motivations to study Business English”.

To carry out the theoretical analysis of the problem of the formation of students' motivation to study Business English in the pedagogical theory and practice.

To develop and introduce the model of formation of students' motivation to study Business English in educational process.

To reveal the pedagogical conditions promoting the formation of students’ motivation to study Business English.

METHODS

To solve the problems, we use the following research methods:

Theoretical methods: studying and system analysis of philosophical, psychological and pedagogical, scientific and methodical literature; standard and educational documentation, conceptual analysis of dissertations on a research subject; generalization, comparison, modeling, abstraction; empirical methods: pedagogical observation, conversations, questioning, expert assessment; pedagogical experiment, qualitative and quantitative analysis of results of the research; methods of statistical processing and interpretation of empirical material; concrete ways of selection and analysis of content of training: estimates of demand of thematic and lexical content of foreign-language preparation.

Stages of the research: At the first stage we studied philosophical, psychological, pedagogical, methodical literature on a research subject, investigated the condition of the problem, factors influencing the development of students' motivation to study Business English, developed the corresponding criteria and indicators. The stating experiment stage was carried out. The obtained data have allowed formulating a hypothesis, to define the purpose, an object, a subject, research problems. In the second stage we carried out development of model of formation of students' motivation to study Business English and determination of features of its realization in educational process of higher education institutions. The forming experiment stage on introduction of model and check of pedagogical conditions is organized and carried out. In the third stage we analyzed and generalized results of theoretical and experimental study, defined final results, made conclusions.

The purpose of our research is the clarification of efficiency of model of formation of students' motivation to study Business English and to check pedagogical conditions, promoting effective functioning of this model.

The scientific novelty of the research includes the development of model of formation of students’ motivation to study Business English by students of non-language higher education institutions which features are integrity of designing the content of activity on the basis of the principles of expediency, systemic, objectivity.

The theoretical importance of the research is that its results supplement the theory and a technique of education, namely, in:

- Disclosure of the problem of the formation of students' motivation to study Business English;
- Justification of approaches, the principles, and conditions to creation of model of formation of students’ motivation to study Business English.

RESULTS

To clarify the efficiency of the model of formation of students' motivation to study Business English and to check pedagogical conditions, promoting effective functioning of this model we made the pedagogical experiment including the stating, forming and control stages (2011-2016). In the experiment 200 students, on the basis of the Kazan (Volga) Federal University have taken part in Kazan.

The starting stage of the experiment has shown that an insignificant number of students have a high level of motivation to knowledge of Business English. Other students were at a low level of motivation.

The purpose of the forming stage of the experiment was the realization of model of formation of students’ motivation to study Business English. Productive implementation of the forming stage was promoted by the following pedagogical conditions: wide use of problem situations; accounting of emotional factors of cognitive activity of students; pedagogical support in overcoming language barriers; introduction of various receptions of the emotional stimulating character.

At the control stage of an experiment, we carry out diagnostics of formation level of students’ motivation to learning foreign language of experimental group on the same criteria. The logical conclusion of this process is emergence in students of various levels of motivation.

Results of skilled and experimental work demonstrate that to its termination students' motivation level to study Business English has considerably increased. The complex of pedagogical conditions influenced it and gave the grounds to draw a
conclusion about the positive results of the conducted research. In experimental group the number of students with a high level of motivation to study Business English by valuable approximate criterion was much higher: 71 % (against 17% in control group). At the same time the number of students with a low level of motivation of 54 % up to 8 % has decreased. It is possible to note the number of students with high and average levels of motivation (what it is possible to consider good result, considering the importance of this criterion) in experimental group reaches 92 %.

By emotional criterion the number of students with a high level of motivation to study Business English has considerably increased, at the same time the number of examinees with average and low levels has gone down. The total of the students who were at the high and average levels of motivation has reached 89%.

DISCUSSION

The practical importance of the research is that the ideas and conclusions of the research and the model of formation of motivation developed on their basis at students to study Business English by students serve the improvement of process of training of future graduates and are used in educational process.

The reliability of results of the research was provided with application of a complex of theoretical and practical methods with a support on modern philosophical, psychology and pedagogical researches, the purposeful analysis of student teaching and the available experiment on creation of conditions for formation of students' motivation to study Business English, complex character of a stage-by-stage experiment, application of methods of mathematical processing.

SUMMARY

In the course of investigating this problem, the authors came to the following conclusions:

1. Business English allows the graduate to start quickly performance of the professional tasks in their activity.
2. More important means of the motivation of educational activity are those stimulating factors that arise in the course of educational activity.
3. The emergence of motivation of the doctrine is influenced by contents and form of presentation of material.

Business English allows the graduate to quickly begin to perform their professional tasks in their activities. The important point for the educational process is what motives direct the students' cognitive process to master business English to the extent that they can immediately begin to work without additional efforts. Essential is the need to combine the motives of mastering Business Language with an active interest in what is being studied, with a pronounced cognitive need and desire to search for knowledge independently. In connection with this, the problem of forming students' motivation to learn Business English is particularly acute. This problematic is one of the topical issues in the process of the formation of the personality of a future specialist.

The research does not exhaust all the questions connected with the study of the theory and teaching practice and problems of teaching Business English. It should be concentrated on developing students and teacher training to work with them in Business English, which could be said as a perspective for further study in this field.

CONCLUSION

The probability of forming students' motivation to study Business English is theoretically proved; the essence and the maintenance of the concept ” students' motivation to study Business English“ are defined; the model of formation of students' motivation to study Business English consisting of components is developed: target (purpose: formation of students' motivation to study Business English), substantial (selection of content of activities for formation of educational motives), procedural (forms, techniques, the methodical receptions, means used in the course of formation of students' motivation) and appraisal and productive (levels of formation of students' motivation). The pedagogical conditions promoting formation of students' motivation to study Business English are revealed: use problem, the subjective qualities demanding from students of manifestation and allowing changing a position with passive for reflexively active; accounting of emotional factors of cognitive activity of students; pedagogical support in overcoming language barriers; introduction of receptions of the emotional stimulating character. In the course of the pilot study, the efficiency of model of formation of motivation at students to studying business English is proved. At a control stage the high level of motivation is created at 78% of students, only 10 % remained at a low-level motivation to study of Business English while in control group of 39 % there were at a low-level motivations and 21 % have reached the high level of motivation to studying of business English that demonstrates efficiency of the offered model of formation of motivation to studying of business English.
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